S-M-L-XL
Context is a key term in current privacy studies. Helen Nissenbaum suggested that in order to evaluate the privacy implications of socio-technological systems, we should ask how these systems affect the informational norms of a given context. 5 Privacy torts developed with small data in mind, and form the common denominator of Warren and Brandies' definition of privacy as the right to be let alone, 7 and Dean
Prosser's privacy torts classification. 8 The law attempts to prevent the harm caused to one's need in having a backstage, either physically or mentally. The parties' proximity means that social norms might also be effective.
Medium.
Here too there are two parties. The difference is the volume of the data and the balance of power. Unlike the one-time intrusion in the Small Data context, the adversary, now called a data controller, accumulates data and uses it over time. The result is a specified database, created and managed for one purpose, and not further transferred. Typically, the controller is stronger than the subject. Examples are a school that collects data about students, an employer vs. employees, insurance company vs. customers. The technology used can be as simple as a sheet of paper.
In the United States, specific sector-based federal laws apply, e.g., the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), regulating students' records. 9 The law attempts to assure that the data is not misused. The data controller's legitimate interests are taken into consideration. For example, in the workplace context, the employer has an interest in protecting trade secrets. Thus, the law carves exceptions, limitations, and undertakes various forms of balancing. When the controller is the government, constitutional checks are in operation, under the Fourth Amendment. Large. As of the 1970s, with technological advancements, it is easier to collect separate bits of data. The volume is much larger, controllers are no longer close to the subjects, and the parties' inequality is enhanced. The paradigmatic situation is a single data collector that processes personal data of many subjects in one database, uses it for multiple purposes, and transfers it to third parties.
Social norms are no longer effective. The concern shifts from the bit to the byte, and then to the megabyte, namely, the database. Once personal data enters a database, the subject can hardly control it. The database contains information without the subject knowing what kinds of data are kept, or how it is used. Moreover, databases may be maliciously abused (nasty hackers, commercial rivals, or enemies), abused to discriminate (by the state, employers, insurance companies, etc.), or reused for new purposes, without the data subject's consent. that provide data subjects with some (limited) tools to control personal data: notice, consent, limitations on the use of the data, subjects' rights of access and rectification, and the controllers' obligations to confidentiality and data security. In the United States there is a series of sector-based and/or content-based laws that regulate specific contexts. While much of the law is phrased in technologically-neutral language, a close reading reveals that it assumes Large Data.
13 Extra-Large. Once megabytes turned into terabytes, the risk to personal data shifted yet again. This is Big Data. The volume staggers. There are multiple adversaries. Personal data is gathered from a variety of sources. Data subjects provide a constant stream of accurate, tiny bits of everything they do. It is not always clear who is the data controller. The kind of control also changes. Under Large Data, the way the database was structured mattered. Sensitive kinds of data could be deleted, anonymized, or not collected at all. In contrast, under Big Data, every bit is welcome. The controller does not need to arrange the data at all: all bits are thrown together into one huge bucket. The original context doesn't matter. Bits are constantly collected, taken out of their original context, and mixed. Data is decontextualized only to recontextualize it in a different way. The notion of context-specific laws collapses. Current (mostly European) rules would simply prohibit much of XL databases that contain data about identifiable people. 14 Notice and consent per-use are impossible;
Big Data operates under a maximization principle rather than a minimization principle. The law breaks down.
Property/Privacy
The property option seems quite tempting. In order to share the wealth, we should be able to protect the wealth in the first place. However, current property law that addresses intangible assets, namely copyright law, does not provide the answer. Here is an outline of the privacy/property juxtaposition along the S-M-L-XL continuum.
S. Property and privacy may overlap. If my home is mine, I can effectively exclude unauthorized intruders and reasonably protect my privacy. The Supreme Court recently concluded that the government's use of drug-sniffing dogs is a "search" under the Fourth Amendment. The Court conducted a property analysis; Justice Kagan's concurrence reached the same conclusion under a privacy analysis.
15
However, privacy and property do not always overlap, as the law protects people, not places.
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S., M. From a copyright perspective, for both Small and Medium contexts, the single bit of data does not qualify as proper subject matter. It is an unprotected fact.
17
Neither the data subject nor the controller can rely on copyright law. Without protected property, it is difficult to share the wealth.
L.
Real property is irrelevant here. Copyright law may protect the database as a whole, if the selection and arrangement of the facts are original. 18 The individual bits of data remain unprotected. The subject has no property in her personal data, but the data controller might have a property right in the aggregated data. Once the database is protected, there is a reference point for sharing the wealth: it is easier to track down how personal data is processed and used.
XL. Copyright law does not provide the controller with legal protection: the data is not arranged in any particular form, let alone in any original way. Unstructured databases fall outside copyright's subject matter. The controller should seek alternative ways for effective control: the use of technological protection measures is one possible avenue, and to the extent that one undertakes reasonable means to keep the data confidential, trade secret law might be another avenue.
19

*
The continuum of S-M-L-XL data highlights the special characteristics of each data context, the different legal answers, and the ultimate collapse of context under Big Data. Nevertheless, the appearance of Big Data does not mean that previous sizes are eliminated: privacy law is still relevant for the other contexts.
Property law, occasionally suggested as a possible solution for the privacy concerns, is unlikely to offer comfort. Copyright law does not protect the data subject or the controller. Trade secret law might enable the latter effective control, but not assist the data subject.
